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SEC EUROPEAN STUDIES 
MAY 2009 

EXAMINERS’ REPORT 
 
A numerical overview of the result: 

 
      GRADING OF CANDIDATES 
 

    Grade Papers 1&   2A Papers 1 & 2B   Total Percentages 
       1 11 -   11 8.9 
       2 16 -   16 12.9 
       3 12 -   12 9.6 
       4 17           6   23 18.5 
       5 7         23   30 24 
       6 -           8    8 6.5 
       7 -           5    5 4 
       U 9           4    13 10.5 
  Absent 0           6     6   4.8 
  Totals 72         52  124 99.7 
 
 
Paper 1 
 
Projects  
Although the majority of the candidates still submitted their individual projects as a printed booklet, the 
number of candidates submitting the project in an IT soft format is increasing. The themes chosen 
reflected quite a wide cross section of the syllabus modules.  The projects that were moderated centred 
on varied themes such as: racism, migration, tourism, farming, climate and World War II. Some projects 
had introduction and conclusion consisting of roughly 50 or so words.  Candidates have the tendency to 
rely almost exclusively on the Internet for their research.  The projects that included a mixture of 
websites and secondary published sources were a minority.  It seems that these sections of the project 
are not being taken seriously enough; the result being a loss of up to 20% of the overall project mark.   
 
There seems to have been a greater emphasis to include clearly the European dimension in the way 
the candidates selected, presented and analyzed data.  A considerable number of candidates 
demonstrated an acceptable level of ICT and aesthetic skills when designing and producing power 
point presentations.  Power point format however needs to be improved because at times captions had 
small fonts, text data on slides tended to be crammed, some illustrations were blurred or too small for a 
power point, occasionally there was lack of variety between slides and poor choices when it came to 
contrast text colour with the background illustrations shown in the slides.   
 
The length of most projects reflected SEC requirements, that is, they were within the range of 1,000 to 
1,500 words of text.  It seems that teachers are guiding their students well to avoid producing too 
lengthy projects when the mark allocated amounted to only 15% of the total examination mark. 
 
Candidates had to choose any three sections out of five and to answer all the questions in the 
sections chosen.  
 
General Comments 
 

• Knowledge about European institutions and understanding of basic concepts identified in the 
syllabus are being adequately covered during lessons and well assimilated by students. 

 
• Candidates feel confident when describing the set-up of European institutions, but not so 

secure when they come to write about the roles and functions of these institutions 
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• Themes which are specific to European Studies as a subject in its own right, like the E.U. 
Charter on Human Rights,  the European Social Charter, burden sharing, legal subsidiarity, are 
being addressed in very general and broad terms which can be applied to any social subject 
and not in the way understood by European institutions.  This tends to reduce the specific 
nature of European Studies as a specialised area in the curriculum 

 
• Candidates still show lack of flexibility and self-confidence when they are asked to give 

personal suggestions on social issues such as sustainable welfare, integration of immigrant 
children, employment incentives. 

 
• The relatively satisfactory answers in both Papers (i.e. Papers 1& 2A or 2B) provide a 

sufficiently encouraging evidence that European Studies can be an effective medium of 
educating Maltese students in fundamental human values like social solidarity, respect for 
diversity, non-discrimination, and in positive attitudes towards social issues such as bioethics, 
integration of immigrants, sustainable welfare , economic crisis and unemployment, with which 
European countries are struggling at present. 

 
• Many candidates tend not to give enough weighting to answers relative to the marks which a 

question carries.  A question carrying 20 marks should surely merit much more detail than 
another which carries simply three marks. Answers should be to the point and need to focus on 
the situations within the European continent.  Again, a sentence would definitely provide more 
clarity than a one-word answer.   

 
• Examiners note a diffused weakness in the knowledge of certain historical facts and 

geographical concepts vis-à-vis the European continent. 
 
 
Section I – Power and People  
 
1. Mention ONE difference and TWO similarities between the Council of Europe and the European 
Union.     
 
Candidates managed to draw out the right difference s and similarities between the Council of 
Europe and the European Union.  However, these were  based, in their majority, more on the 
number of member states and location than on the ro les and functions of the two respective 
institutions as was intended by the question. 
                                                                                                                                                               
2. Subsidiarity, decentralisation and solidarity are the three pillars of democracy in Europe. 
 
Explain (a) subsidiarity,  (b) decentralisation,  (c) solidarity                                                               
 
Of the three concepts of subsidiarity, decentralisa tion and solidarity asked about in the 
question, the concept of solidarity was best explai ned.  Candidates found the concept of 
subsidiarity difficult to explain in terms of what the E.U. Maastricht Treaty means.  Answers 
given were rather simplistic and far removed from p ossible answers in the mark sheet. 
 
 
3. Identify and explain THREE workers’ rights which are safeguarded by the European Social Charter of 
the Council of Europe.                                                                                                                  
 
The majority of respondents got this question right , even though a small number included basic 
human rights, e.g. the right to life or the right t o education, in their examples of workers’ rights. 
 
4. It is frequently heard that we in Malta enjoy European citizenship too. 
(a) What is meant by ‘European citizenship’?                                                                                       
(b) Mention THREE rights which derive from being a European citizen.                                           
 
Candidates showed a consistent tendency to explain European citizenship by merely giving 
examples rather than by explaining the concept as s uch.  But examples of this kind of 
citizenship were correct. 
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5. The policy of burden sharing among E.U. Member States aims at promoting integration of immigrants 
and reducing ethnic discrimination. 
Explain (a) ethnic discrimination,  (b) integration of immigrants,  (c) burden sharing                          
 
Candidates showed a satisfactory understanding of w hat the phrases ‘ethnic discrimination’ 
and ‘integration of immigrants’ should convey.  The y encountered difficulties, however, when 
explaining what ‘burden sharing’ in EU terms imply.  
                                                                                                                          
Section II – Economic Development and Changes in Eu rope   
 
6. Choose and write the correct answer from within the brackets 
(a) Primary industries in Scandinavia:  (automobile, forestry, petroleum, aquaculture, winery, fashion 
clothing). 
(b) Tertiary industries in Switzerland:  (dairy products, computer software, skiing resorts, clock 
manufacture, banking, nuclear energy) 
(c) Two major European commercial ports: (Cologne, Antwerp, Geneva, Rotterdam, Trieste, Brussels)    
                                                                                                                      
Almost all candidates answered this question correc tly although there were some who failed to 
distinguish between primary and secondary industrie s.  In component (c) most candidates 
mistook Brussels for a major European commercial po rt. 
          
7.      (a)   Give the full name for EFTA.                                                                                          

(b)   When was it set up?    
(c)   Why was it founded?  

         (d)   What is its actual state today?  
 
Some candidates failed to give a plausible reason f or component (d) of the question to argue 
why EFTA lost some of its importance since most of its previous members have opted to 
become EU members.  
 
8. Explain, in a sentence each, the contribution that these give to changes and developments in the 
European economy: 

(a) Trans-national companies 
(b) WTO 
(c) Globalisation 

     
Most candidates demonstrated the significance of tr ansnational companies, WTO and 
globalization.  However, many candidates failed to link their explanation with the changes or 
developments that these brought to the European eco nomy, for which reason such candidates 
obtained half the marks allocated (3 instead of 6 m arks). 
 
9. Copy and complete the following matrix: 
 

  One advantage on the 
European economy 

One disadvantage on the 
European economy 

(a) CAP   

(b) TENs   

(c) E-Commerce   

 
   
Most candidates answered this question correctly de monstrating that they knew the meaning 
and implications of CAP, TENs and e-commerce on the  European economy. 
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10. Look carefully at the map and then answer the questions on Europe’s transport systems: 
 

 
 
 
 
Which is the best way to travel to the destinations given below?  For each, state why do you think so. 
(a) from Brussels to Amsterdam?   
(b) from Brussels to Ghent?                                                                                                                           
(c) from Calais to Dover?  

                                                                                                                                         
Most candidates answered the first part of each com ponent successfully but some failed to 
choose the best way to travel.  Most candidates fai led to mention the option of choosing the 
Euro-Tunnel instead of the sea travel to cross from  Calais to Dover. 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               
                                                                                                                                          

Section III – Demography and Social Realities 

 
11. The trend in Europe is towards lower birth rates, longer life expectancy and a welfare gap as a 

result. 
 
Explain the terms (a) birth rate,  (b) life expectancy,  (c) welfare gap                                            
 
The three terms ‘birth rate’, ‘life expectancy’ and  ‘welfare gap’ were explained correctly by the 
majority of respondents.  This seems to be the resu lt of dealing with the topic of welfare in the 
Social Studies syllabus 
 
12. Identify THREE new challenges which European countries are facing because of     
      multiculturalism.  Explain each challenge.                                                                                      
 
The high rate of correct answers to this question i ndicates not only students’ understanding of 
‘multiculturalism’ but also their awareness of cult ural changes taking place in Europe. 
 
13. Heritage sites prove to be major tourist attractions in Europe. 
(a) What is meant by ‘heritage site’?                                                                                                      
(b) Name ONE example of heritage site in Malta, ONE in Italy and ONE in France.                         
 
Nearly all candidates gave correct answers to this question and were also able to illustrate their 
answers with the right examples. 
 
14. The growth of industries across Europe has given rise to rural depopulation and the urban  sprawl. 
(a) Explain (i) rural depopulation,  (ii) urban sprawl                                                                              
(b) Give TWO other reasons for urbanisation in Europe, besides that mentioned in the statement.      
 
There were a few cases where students were unable t o differentiate between the process of 
urbanisation and the process of industrialisation.  Responses in these cases showed that 
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candidates were explaining what takes place through  industrialisation when they ought to have 
explained the process of urbanisation. 
                                                                                  
15. Industrial directives and regulations by the European Union emphasise such workers’ rights as 
leave entitlement, freedom of association and occupational health and safety. 
 
Write a short note (3- 4 lines) on: 
(a) leave entitlement 
(b) freedom of association 
(c) occupational health and safety                                                                                                    
 
Candidates were able to explain the three phrases a bout ‘leave entitlement’, ‘freedom of 
association’, and ‘occupational health and safety’ correctly.  Their explanation centred mainly 
on the work environment as expected by the question .                                                                                                                            
 
 
Section IV       Europeans and their environment 
 
16.  Explain why the northern ports of Sweden  usually freeze in Winter, whilst many of Norway’s 
northern ports very rarely do so.                                                                                                   
 
Only few candidates were really exact in their expl anation.  Therefore, there were little 
references to the effect of the Norwegian sea-curre nt or the North Atlantic Drift on the climate of 
the Norwegian coast.  Many candidates erroneously c laimed that Norway’s coast is warmer 
because they are further away form the Polar region .                                                                                                                                    
 
17. Mention the TWO advantages which a bridge on the Straits of Messina  will provide.             
Describe ONE natural difficulty which the architects and builders will need to consider in their plans.                                                                                                                                              
 
Many candidates were able to mention two advantages  which a bridge on the Straits of Messina 
would bring, examples : more trade, more tourism to wards Sicily, further economic and financial 
development .  Then,   in answering the second part (re: a natural difficu lty facing architects in 
building it), the quality of the answers varied a l ot;  some mentioned a human factor, as 
expenses.  But many candidates rightly mentioned se a depth and currents and strong winds 
with the very few mentioning the constant risk of e arthquakes, rather common in the area.                                                                                                                          

              
18.  (a)  Define what is known as the  Greenhouse effect in the Earth’s atmosphere                                                                                                          
       (b) Name TWO gases which are contributing to this negative impact on the atmosphere           

 
Many candidates did well in both questions but ther e were some candidates who confuse the 
effect of the heavy gases released in the troposphe re (the lower layer of the atmosphere)  with 
those of light gases on the ozone layer in the stra tosphere (upper layer of the atmosphere).  
Some candidates think that the latter gases are the  main culprit of the greenhouse effect.  In fact 
even for the second part of this question, re: ‘gas es which cause the greenhouse’, many 
candidates mentioned simply light gases (like metha ne) but no heavy gases at all.                                             

 
19. Name SIX specific features to describe the water route of the River Danube from its source to its 
delta.                                                                                                                                                 
        
Candidates had to name SPECIFIC  features, not gene ral ones, like meanders, tributaries, 
valleys and waterfalls.  Very few candidates were a ble to name six specific features. Some 
candidates were completely astray by mentioning som e features which refer to another 
important river e.g. the Rhine.                                             

                       
20.   With the aim to protect the consumers, the European Union has enacted a set of rules which 
bound all member states to abide by specific requirements of hygiene, as regards food production, 
packaging and storing. 
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Mention and describe THREE examples of these rules.                                                                        
 
Many candidates provided correct answers but with m any referring only to requirements as 
regards one point, that is either production or pac kaging or storing. Such answers were 
accepted; there were even some who referred to thes e rules to apply to domestic levels of 
hygiene.  Of course, whilst in the industrial and c ommercial field, these rules can be monitored 
and, where necessary, sanctions imposed, for the do mestic field, these rules are transformed 
naturally to recommendations, since legal applicati on cannot be monitored by law. 
                                                                           
 
Section  V       The Cultural Heritage   
 
 
 21. Copy the matrix.  Then put the following under the correct column. 
 
  nationalisation of property,          a free market economy,            capitalism 
         the welfare state,                          a mixed economy,                     a classless society 

   

(a) Liberalism  (b) Communism  (c) Socialism  

 
 

  

 
   

Most candidates mixed up the answer in the matrix, attributing the wrong features to the given 
ideologies. 
 
22. Copy and complete the following matrix. Some answers are given as an example. 
 

 
 

Country Natural or historic 
frontier 

National historic 
memory or event Prevailing religion 

(a) France   Roman Catholicism 

(b) Italy The Alps   

(c) United Kingdom  The Spanish Armada  

 
              
Some candidates failed to distinguish the differenc e between national or historic frontier with 
national or historic memory or event. 
 
23. Give the European historic memory for each of the following historic events or developments:  
(a) The voyage of Christopher Columbus across the Atlantic in 1492. 
(b) The painting of the Sistine Chapel by Michelangelo. 
(c) The partition of Africa by the European Powers in the late 19th century. 
(d) The assassination of Archduke Franz Ferdinand at Sarajevo in 1914. 
(e) The dropping of the first atomic bomb on Japan in 1945.  
(f) Martin Luther nailing the 95 theses to the Church door at Wittenberg in 1517. 

  
There were some candidates who gave wrong answers f or component (a) as Renaissance 
instead of age of discovery and exploration.  The a bsolute majority of candidates gave correct 
answers to the rest of the question. 
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24. Give ONE historic consequence for each of the following common European historic 
developments: 
(a)   The Enlightenment  
(b)   The Industrial Revolution  
(c)   The Second World War 
  
There were a marked minority of candidates that gav e examples of causes or events that 
happened during the historical event rather than me ntioning and explaining concrete examples 
of historical consequences (e.g. as a consequence o f World War II some candidates mentioned 
a cause – Hitler’s ambition to conquer lands for Ge rmany – not a consequence – the beginning 
of the Cold War. 
 
 
25.(a) Define the term universal suffrage.          
     (b) Explain how universal suffrage became, during the course of the 19th and 20th century, one 

major pillar of modern democracy in Europe?  
      (c) Why is the media such an important factor in the practice of democracy in contemporary 

Europe?  
 
The majority of candidates failed to explain the me aning of the term ‘universal suffrage’ and 
instead gave answers such as ‘suffering in the worl d caused by the wars.’  When tackling 
component (b) about the relationship between the me dia and the practice of democracy 
candidates fared better, although only a handful ob tained the full four marks allocated. 
 
PAPER 2 A    
 
Candidates had to choose any four questions from at  least three different sections.  
 
Section 1 – Power and People   
 
1. European democrats have always advocated a more integrated Europe based on common values. 
Comment on the main achievements by European countries to reach this objective.  

                                                                                                                                                          
A good number of respondents to this question showe d that they are quite aware of the key 
values that Europe stands for.  This was demonstrat ed by commenting, among others, on the 
values of democracy, human rights and solidarity as  the pillars of an integrated social Europe.  
Among the main achievements by European countries t owards the attainment of these values, 
which made up the expected demands of the question,  freedom of movement and association 
and the introduction of the Euro were the most popu lar achievements mentioned by candidates. 
 
2. With the emergence of a global financial crisis and increasingly higher rates of unemployment,   
European countries are facing severe constraints in financing their welfare systems.  Identify and 
discuss THREE initiatives which European countries can take to have a more sustainable welfare 
system.                                                                                                         
 
Very good answers were given to this question, espe cially when they explained what welfare 
gap is, even if this was not frequently mentioned.  The two most popular suggestions for a 
sustainable welfare system mentioned by candidates were the raising of retirement age and the 
provision of State incentives to encourage higher b irth rates. 
 
                                                                           
Section II  - Economic development and changes in E urope  
 
  3.  TENs were introduced in the EEC (now EU) together with the Single Market in the late 1980s. 
 
      (a)  Explain the meaning of TENs and the Single Market. 
      (b) How are these linked together?           
      (c) How did Europe’s infrastructure and economy benefit from them?           
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Most candidates  
(a) gave the correct meaning of the abbreviation TE Ns as Trans European Network and the 
implication of the Single Market in a European econ omic context. 
 
(b) did try to give some relevant data on how TENs and the Single Market are linked together in 
the sense that the Single Market could not work out  in practice without an efficient and 
comprehensive transport system linking European sta tes together. 
 
(c) argued positively on the contribution of TENs o n Europe’s infrastructural development such 
as the construction of motorways, road links, bridg es, underground rail to facilitate the 
transport and distribution of goods between the maj or European airports, harbours and capital 
cities. 
 
 
4.  (a) What is the CAP for members of the European Union?      

                 (b) When, how and why was it set up?                                                                                               
                 (c) What are the arguments against retaining the CAP?      

    
(a) Most candidates answered this component fairly successfully, although a marked minority of 
candidates were not certain about the time when the  CAP was set up, some even mistook it for 
the setting up of the ECSE in 1951 or the EEC in 19 57. 
(b) The majority of candidates tackled this part of  the question quite successfully and gave at 
least three valid and well argued reasons in favour  or against retaining the CAP.  One common 
fault which made candidates lose marks was in the s hortness of the answers given.  
(c) Only few candidates managed to answer this part  correctly by referring to the major 
opposition to CAP being the controversies which ari se about the quotas which are set and 
unfair competition between EU states and deficient protective measures on extra-EU  imports 
 
 Section III – Demography and Social Realities 
 
5. Evaluate the implications of a longer life in Europe and it effects on the lives of  
Europeans.                                                                                                                                   
 
Being a reflection of Question 2 in Section 1, this  question attracted very good responses form 
respondents .   
 
6.  The shipbuilding and ship repair industries in Europe have declined for a variety of reasons. 
   
 Identify and discuss FOUR of these reasons and give TWO suggestions on how the 
 European governments can help the affected workforce.                                                  
 
 Candidates were able to identify valid reasons for  the decline in the shipbuilding and ship 
repair industry in Europe, but found it rather diff icult to give their own suggestions on how 
European countries can remedy for this decline. 
 
Section IV - Europeans and their environment  
 
7. Discuss the challenges of water scarcity and droughts in Europe by defining THREE causes of  the 
problem, THREE effects on quality of life and FOUR collective efforts to decrease the problem. 
                                   .                                                                                                      
 Many candidates provided good reasons in connectio n with the rather dry climate but some 
others referred to river water which is extremely p olluted and therefore not potable.  There was 
a good number of very valid answers with well detai led points.  Regarding effects of dry weather 
on quality of life, most candidates agreed on many good points such as lack of hygiene, 
consequent diseases and other health problems, besi des damage to agriculture  and  tourism, 
amongst others.  Again there were many very valid a nswers. Regarding collective  efforts to 
limit the problem of water scarcity, the answers we re varied with many mentioning reverse 
osmosis plants, tapping of aquifers and save-water campaigns. . 
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 Serious negative impacts on the European environment has reinforced the urgent need to apply the 
principle of sustainable development                                                                    
(a) With reference to the above, define sustainable development.                                                           
(b)  Explain FIVE ways by which solid waste management can be rendered sustainable.                                           
 
(a) Many candidates explained the term ‘sustainable  development’ correctly but some others did  
not connect it correctly to the need to implement t he right development, while  protecting the  
environment for  the present and future generations . 
(b) Many good examples were provided.  It was howev er disappointing that there were little 
references to the application of the three R’s, in order to manage solid waste in a sustainable 
way                               
  
 
Section  V  The Cultural Heritage       
                                                                   
8.  Describe the workings of FOUR types of media and state how these contribute to pluralism, 
interculturalism and multiculturalism in Europe.        
 
The majority of candidates that answered this quest ion identified four correct types of media.  
Most candidates showed ability to describe the work ings of each media type mentioned.  Most 
candidates, however, faired less where they had to demonstrate why these types of media can 
contribute towards the development of pluralism, in terculturalism and multiculturalism in 
Europe and to demonstrate the difference between th ese three concepts. 
 
9  Write about some of the characteristics of these European cultural legacies  
(a) Architecture in Classical Europe 
 (b) Music in contemporary Europe 
    
(a) There were only a few candidates who opted to a nswer this question and most of the 
answers given were shallow in knowledge and at time s tended to include irrelevant data - e.g. 
including data about the Renaissance and Baroque wh en they were supposed to discuss the 
features of Classical (Greek and Roman) Architectur e.   
 (b) When attempting the second component of the qu estion, some candidates gave a weak and 
shallow overview of the key developments and types of contemporary music influences in 
Europe.   
 

                            
Paper 2B 
 
Candidates had to choose any four questions from at  least three different sections.  
 
Section 1 – Power and People 
 
Democracy in Europe could be understood in its narrow sense and refer only to the right of Europeans 
to vote, or it could have a wider meaning, the right of all European citizens to decide the course of their 
own lives.   
                         (The  Future of the Euro-Mediterranean Cooperation, 2006, adapted) 
 

(a) For which institution have European citizens the right to vote? After what period of time does 
voting take place?   
Write a short note (4-5 lines) about this institution.                                                                       

      (b) Name the TWO legal instruments in Europe which best safeguard human rights, and give 
THREE examples of human rights protected by these instruments.                                             

(c) There seems to be a trend in Europe to grant the right to vote to young people at 16.   
In brief (10-15 lines), mention 2 arguments in favour and 2 others against this European trend.                                                                                                                                              
 
Sub-section (i) and (ii) of Part (a) of this questi on are knowledge-based and correct answers of 
the European Parliament were generally given.  Sub- section (iii), however, gave very shallow 
answers on the role and functions of this important  European institution, e.g. amending or 
rejecting legislation; making proposals to the Euro pean Commission. 
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When it comes to Part (b), the European Convention on Human Rights and Fundamental 
Freedoms (ECHR) of the Council of Europe was freque ntly mentioned, with the E.U. Charter on 
Human Rights infrequently mentioned. 
 
Candidates were able to argue in favour or against the right to vote at 16 (Part c).  This was 
expected since the proposal is something very close  to their age and way of thinking. 
 
2. Malta has acknowledged the need expressed by the European Union to prevent poverty and social 

exclusion with the help of non-governmental organisations. 
 
(a) Explain what non-governmental organisations are. Name TWO non-governmental organisations in 

Malta, and explain their function.                   
(b) Identify FOUR of the initiatives taken by European Union member States to prevent poverty and     
      social exclusion in Europe.                                                                                                            
(c) Evaluate the benefits for socially-excluded European citizens of the initiatives  
     you identify.                                                                                                                                   
 
Candidates approached this question by merely menti oning examples of NGOs in Malta and 
were generally unable to give a good explanation of  what an NGO is.  Examples of initiatives 
taken by E.U. member states as requested by Part (b ) were generally relevant, but the personal 
evaluation of such initiatives requested by Part (c ) was lacking since students wrote about 
benefits for socially excluded European citizens no t necessarily emerging from responses in 
Part b  

                                                                            
Section II - Economic development and changes in Eu rope 

 
  3. (a) Describe the workings of the following transport systems in Europe: railways, motorways,     
            international airports.                   

      (b) State how these transport systems helped turn Europe into one single market for goods, 
people and capital.             

                           
(a) Most candidates managed to produce fairly satis factory answers in this component. 
 
(b) For this component candidates tended to mention  and argue about some rudimentary 
arguments and failed to mention concrete examples o f how and why transportation of goods, 
people and capital is positively effected by the in troduction of the Single Market. 
 
4. (a) What do EU members understand by the CAP?                                                                    
    (b) When and why was the CAP set up?                                                                                             
    (c)  List and discuss THREE advantages and THREE disadvantages of the CAP on EU agriculture.  
                                                                                                                              
Candidates who attempted this question tended to lo se the most marks when identifying and 
explaining some of the advantages and disadvantages  of the CAP on EU agriculture.  A 
considerable number of candidates produced short an d repetitive arguments demonstrating 
superficial knowledge on the topic. 
           
Section III – Demography and Social Realities 
 
5.  The European Convention on the status of migrant workers (1983) confers on the children of these 
workers the same education rights as those applicable to the children of workers who are nationals. 
 
(a) Differentiate between migrant workers and workers who are nationals                                   
(b) What is meant by education rights of migrant children in Europe.                                             
 
Part (a) gave correct answers from nearly all respo ndents.  Part (b), however, clearly showed a 
lacuna in students’ understanding of entitlement of  education rights for immigrant children.  
Lack of understanding in this respect is likely to have a negative impact on students’ 
understanding of inclusive education settings. 
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6. The pattern of employment in Europe is shifting from jobs with manufacturing industries to careers  in 
high-technology industries 
 
(a) What is meant by ‘high-technology industries’?  Give ONE example of such  industries.                                                                                                              
(b) Identify and explain THREE  distinctive characteristics of high-technology industries.                                                                                  
(c) Comment on THREE  challenges European countries are facing in the wake of  
the shift to high-technology industries.                                                                                         
 
This question seemed to be beyond students’ level o f understanding in view of its highly 
technical nature.   At any rate, the term has only to be implied from the syllabus. 
 
       
Section IV - Europeans and their environment 

 
(a)  Describe THREE reasons why there is water scarcity in many areas of southern Europe.                                                                                                                                                       
(b)  Name THREE effects on the quality of life of people living in areas where water is scarce.                                                                                                                                                          
(c)  Mention FOUR ways by which more water can be available for people living in areas where Water 
is scarce                                                                                                                                

                                  
(a)  Many candidates provided good reasons in conne ction with the rather dry climate of the 
region but some others referred to river water whic h is extremely polluted and therefore not 
potable.  Many of the answers were, however, extrem ely short and carry the message in as less 
number of words possible.                                                                                                                         
(b) Most candidates agreed on many good points such  as diseases and other health problems 
and damage to agriculture amongst others.  Again th ere were many one word answers. 
(c) The answers were varied with many mentioning re verse osmosis plants, tapping of aquifers 
and imports of bottled water . 
 

                       .      
7.   (a)  Industrial and commercial development needs to be sustainable.                                                           
              Explain the meaning of this statement.                                                                                      
      (b) Industries and commerce create a lot of solid waste. 
           (i)  Name FIVE examples of solid waste produced only by industries and commerce in Europe.                                                                                                                        
           (ii) Describe FIVE ways by which Europeans are trying to control solid waste production.  
 
(a) Many candidates ignored the term ‘sustainable’ and simply wrote some superficial points 

about industrial and commercial development with so me cases referring to negative 
environmental impacts. 

(b) (i)  Many good examples were provided. Some oth ers clearly referred to domestic waste 
rather than commercial and industrial.  Others vagu ely referred to ‘paper’ or  rubbish’. 

      (ii) Again many vague one word answers with l ittle references to the      application of the 
three R’s in order to manage solid waste in a susta inable way 

        
Section V - The Cultural Heritage      

    
8.   (a) Identify FOUR  types of media influences in contemporary Europe.                            
      (b) Describe the workings of each one  of them.                                                               
 
   (a) Most candidates faired successfully in this component of the question.  When they had to 

tackle part (b) candidates gave some relevant data but most answers were not 
comprehensive enough as to deserve the total eight marks allocated to this component. 

 
9. Write separate paragraphs to discuss some of the reasons why the following are given great 

consideration in the list of Europe’s cultural legacies:  
 
(a) The Parthenon as one of legacies of Classical Greek Architecture 
(b) The legacy of The Beatles on contemporary music     
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Only a handful of candidates attempted this questio n and, from the answers given, there tended 
to be weak, shallow, and rudimentary and many lacke d coherence and logical structure in the 
exposition of ideas and arguments.      
 
Chairperson 
Board of Examiners 
 
August 2009 


